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About This Game

The year is 3055. For decades, mining the solar system’s main asteroid belt from the orbit of mars has produced enormous rare
mineral reserves and brought closer the dream of interstellar travel. Now however, something has altered the planetoids’ orbit

and as mining units are lost, foul play is suspected...

Take on the role of an interceptor shuttle and blast asteroids, UFOs and rogue agents in frantic retro action.

Features

Survive as long you can to set the high score and unlock new ships

Easy to pick-up, but increasingly challenging gameplay

Classic, arcade action

Hints

In Space, deceleration is slow; re-orientating the ship and accelerating in a new direction is far more effective.

Larger asteroids will sometimes drop bonuses
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Bonuses remain for varying amounts of time, be strategic in their collection

Notes

Two gamepad controllers are required for local co-op

On first run of the game, be sure to pick your appropriate screen resolution from the options menu; this may only take
visual effect when the level loads
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The game is great fun. I would definately recommend it to fans of management and turn-based tactical games...I'll expand more
later (It's really late and I'm really tired). All aboard the pain train, the train that never leaves the station, and you play the same
scenario over, and over, and over, and over.... They need to make a version of this where you tie up girls.. I received Mystery of
the Druids as a gift from my dad years ago when it first came out, before Steam existed. Back then, I didn't have any trouble
running the game and I honestly loved it. When this came out on Steam, I had to buy it. I had lost my disks several years ago. I
wish I could say I wholeheartedly believe this is a great game. But the reality is, unless you are playing this on an older OS or
tweaking the crap out of your current computer, this game is practically unplayable. Constant errors and crash to desktop for
people who are running OSs like Windows 7, 8, and 10. There are some workarounds and patches, but overall, this game is still
buggy and unplayable to most people. The company that made them doesn't exist anymore and when we do get updates for this
game, it's rare and sparse.

The storyline is interesting in my opinion, if you are open minded towards pagan religions and things that go against the norm.
The graphics are pretty awful, but this isn't a newly made game and happens to be the first game made by the company. I
recommend making use of the Save and Load options (if you can even get them to work), because this game can get very tricky.
There are walkthroughs out there online if you ever need them.

I would recommend reading up on the game a little bit and don't get discouraged if you have trouble getting it to run properly, a
lot of us are having this issue. Is it worth paying for? *shrugs* That's really up to you. I spent the money, but it has nostalgic
value to me. I found it worth buying because there are so many hilarious little quirks about this game that just make it special. It
isn't enjoyable because it's a meme, it's enjoyable because the hilariousness goes far beyond the game cover picture. The
awkward facial expressions Halligan makes, the different topics you can choose (some pretty sarcastic), and the choppy
animations make this pretty enjoyable.

Just look at the Chief's face and tell me you don't have nightmares. Tell me his cigar stench doesn't haunt your dreams.. worst
♥♥♥♥ing camera ever. I don't want to say too much about this game, but I think you should buy it. Broken Reality is an
exploration game with light puzzle solving in a world that is both alien and remarkably familiar. Throughout your journey, you
will piece together a narrative and perhaps learn to see things as they truly are. Happy browsing, User!
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One of the coolest games for VR providing an immersive gameplay that can suck you in for quite a while! Definitely a game for
fans of both music and guns. Adding laser pointing mods to the guns would be a nice touch though.. I love this game! But have
graphics issues with it, right now! Railway tracks wont load ... and it spoils the realism of the game = trains moving on no tracks
... wierd! If i could fix rthat issue, i would be plying it right now! So addictive!

Can anyone help me fix this ptoblem???. In this games current state, I would not recommend it.

The community is toxic and needs filters.

I usually don't care about offensive language but when you can
give your name as n****** f****er and a** licker and just
curse every other word.

Will change this when devs get around to fixing this.. This is a tower defense game with a different twist, the enemy is just a
(generally) physics-correct liquid.

Now, to be fair, I played Creeper World 3 first so there were some things that I was expecting that weren't in this game. That
said, this game was quite good. I played through the campaign and it frustrated me that I didn't have access to reactors until so
late in the campaign, though it does tend to make the game a bit more trivial once you get them.

I think it's definitely worth a play, especially if you haven't played later iterations of the series yet. It's a great series, the
campaign is fun, and I definitely recommend for people who are either fans of TD and looking for something a bit new or
people who are interested in trying their first TD game.. For an Alpha version this looks very promising. I will update the review
when I see content updated.

If the game features remain as is this will be a really bad game. But if more content is added (missions, titans, maps) and extra
features as promised (stress system) or things that may offer more tactics (like choosing more than one target) this could well
become a game for the game library.

. I took only 2 tries to reach the end of the early access with 10 mins left of the time limit. It's a good demo, looking forward to
enjoy the full game. Although the early access (demo) is short, it gives a clear instruction about how to play this game. Clone
keys, gain access to open gates, find evidence, enter the code. Then the DEMO ends. Easy, right?

BUT.... no updates, dev not working
Abandoned confirmed

Still no updates..... WOW! This game is awesome!
I started out with auto-transfers on, but after getting the hang of the controls, I turned it off and discovered my own paths. And
boy, this is where the fun really begins! I quickly started unlocking new items and levels and I can't wait to see what is next! I
really recommend this game to anyone and I'm going to go play some more now! :D
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